Vehicular networks are a cornerstone of the envisioned intelligent transportation system (ITS) by enabling vehicles to communicate with each other via vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications to overcome the current and future needs for increasing traffic safety and efficiency. In this paper, we employ the knapsack problem (KP) to formulate the problem of cooperative scheduling and radio resource management in vehicular networks for non-real time services. For the sake of maximizing sum utility (MSU) of the networks, we propose two-dimensional-multi-choice knapsack problem (2D-MCKP)-based scheduling scheme to select the coordinator vehicles for the sink vehicle and allocate radio resource to V2V and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) links to solve the MSU optimization problem. Simulation results indicate that the proposed scheme significantly improves the average utility and average data rates with sustainable computational complexity. Moreover, the designed cooperative communication system achieves higher spectral efficiency and better fairness.
Introduction
Vehicular networking serves as one of the most important enabling technologies in the envisioned intelligent transportation system (ITS) which mainly consists of two transmission categories, i.e., vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications which enable vehicles to communicate with each other and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications which capacitate vehicles to communicate with roadside unit [1] . Explosive growth in information technology has enabled scores of innovation applications in vehicular networks, such as real-time update of congestion, weather conditions report, multimedia services, and online games [2, 3] . In the foreseeable future, more and more vehicles will be equipped with wireless radio devices capable of V2V and V2I communications to contribute to a safer and more efficient driving experience. To satisfy the requirements of the applications in vehicular networks, intensive scholars and researchers have been constantly working for the advance of the V2I technologies. Meanwhile, extensive investigations and trials have been carried out to V2V communications resulting in the development of various standards, such as IEEE 802.11p [4] and the 1609 family of standards [5, 6] .
Most of the innovation applications in vehicular networks such as mobile television, multimedia services, or security applications require high throughput and/or low delay. However, the rapid change of the topology of vehicular networks due to the mobility of the participating vehicles results in the degradation of the performance of vehicular communications and makes evident the need for more robust protocols or schemes to improve the system capacity. To eliminate the negative impact of the wireless channel fading and exploit spatial diversity, significant amount of research work has been carried out on the areas of cooperative communications and resource scheduling in cooperative vehicular networks [7] [8] [9] . The core idea of cooperative communications in vehicular networks is that when the channel between the base station (BS) and the destination is unreliable, another vehicle that encounters much better channel conditions than the BS is selected to forward the packets to the destination vehicle (DV) and, thus, a significant gain for the whole system is achieved. In [10] , authors develop and analyze low-complexity cooperative protocol that combats fading caused by multipath propagation in wireless networks. Moreover, amplify-andforward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) have been already developed to enhance the spectral diversity to reduce the outage probability. In [1] , the authors design a new distributed cooperative relay medium access control (MAC) protocol to maximize the vehicles' achieved system throughput and service distance by adaptively selecting among suitable transmission modes and relay nodes according the channel quality. Simulation results show that the Markov-chain-based modeling outperforms existing schemes under the same networks scenarios and maximize the achieved system throughput and service distance. Cross-layer approaches for cooperative diversity networks are also investigated, combining the cooperative diversity concept with joint optimization of the physical and MAC layers [9, 11] . The network coding (NC) technique is employed to improve the performance of vehicular communications. In [12] , the authors investigate the information spread problem in a joint V2I and V2V communication system, and network-coding-based technique is used to mitigated the interference caused by relaying signal. However, little research effort has been devoted to resource allocation and relay selection for cooperative vehicular communications. A downlink resource allocation scheme for V2V2I communication system is proposed in [13] . Both an infrastructure and a vehicle can form multiple direction beams via smart antenna in order to transmit multiple data streams simultaneously. But the authors in [13] only consider the resource allocation on V2V link and V2I links and how to avoid the co-channel interference between V2I and V2V links with no regard to relay selection. In [14, 15] , several relay selection and resource allocation for cooperative communication are presented. The main idea of them is that V2V communication is used to complement V2I communication. A bipartite graph-based scheduling scheme to allocate the V2I and V2V links for both 1-hop and 2-hop communications is proposed in [14] . The Kuhn-Munkres algorithm is applied to solve the problem of maximum weighted matching of the constructed bipartite graph of the vehicular networks, and simulations indicate that the proposed solution performs extremely close to the optimal one and achieves better fairness. But the radio resource are allocated equally to every link, which is not the optimal. In [16] , authors take the resource allocation of V2V links into consideration when making relay selection decision. A cooperative social network and its dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm are proposed in [17] . In [17] , the authors pay more attention to upper layer social networks and the proposed scheme is divided into two step: relay selection and bandwidth allocation. However, the vehicles select the closest relay station (RS) to forward data, which is not the optimal selection and the link quality is not consideration. In addition, in the simulation, the interaction among vehicles is not taken into account. In [15] , the long range (LR) transmission and short range (SR) transmission are proposed. The LR is based on Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and SR is based on IEEE 802.11p. The resource allocation in [15] only focuses on LR (LTE) links and the V2V links adopt multicast, which is suitable for delay-sensitive service, for example, public safety service. An enhanced connectivity scheme is proposed in [18] , in which the author proposed resource allocation algorithm for joint operation of SR V2V communications and LR LTE communications in vehicular networks. Considerable research effort that has been devoted to cooperative communication in vehicular networks have proposed a number of resource allocation schemes or relay selection schemes, respectively. However, most of them have solved part of the problems appeared in cooperative vehicular networks and the proposed schemes are usually suboptimal. In our work, we propose the optimal scheduling scheme for cooperative vehicular communications, which takes relaying selection, resource allocation on V2I links and resource allocation on V2V links into consideration.
In our paper, we consider scenarios where a vehicle equipment (VE) can enjoy service through V2I connectivity through cellular communications, such as LTE. LTE is employed to support V2I communications for following reasons, i.e, high data rate, low latency, large coverage area, high energy efficient, robust interference-controlled, high penetration rate, and high-speed terminal support [19, 20] . Nevertheless, several challenges lie ahead before LTE can be exploited in vehicular environments, e.g., in LTE, the VEs far away from the BS will suffer from much lower data rates due to poor radio links. To tackle this challenge, a cooperative relaying mechanism among neighboring vehicles is desired to be established for V2V communications through another OFDMA-based system [21] . Due to the limitation of V2V and V2I radio resources, the approach that we need to utilize in order to establish the V2V links and allocate the radio resources to V2I and V2V links is crucial to the performance of the vehicular network. We employ two-dimensional-multi-choice knapsack problem (2D-MCKP) to formulate the problem of scheduling and allocating resources to V2I and V2V links. The optimal solution is obtained through the 2D-MCKP. Our approach actually enhances the total utility and achieves better fairness among VEs.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
• Formulation of the scheduling and allocating problem in the 2-hop vehicular network;
• Design of a optimal link scheduling and resources allocation scheme for vehicular networks with considerably lower computational complexity; and • Performance comparison against the maximum sum rate (MSR) and BG-based schemes of [14] .
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. The system model and problem formulation are illustrated in Section 2. Multidimensional-multi-choice knapsack problem-based (MD-MCKP) scheduling scheme is proposed in Section 3. Simulation scenarios and numerical results are presented and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future research are provided in Section 5.
System model and problem formulation

System model
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we consider the vehicular network with N VEs, each of which has a single antenna and only one static roadside unit in the network [14] . The basic idea of cooperative relaying is that a vehicle encountering low data rates can be assisted for its downlink transmissions by the neighboring vehicles that encounter higher rates. These assisting vehicles are referred to as coordinator vehicles (CVs). With such assistance available, the roadside unit (RSU) will be able to transmit data utilizing a higher rates to the CVs which in turn will forward the data to the DV, which is termed as the sink vehicle (SV). Thus, a higher performance is achieved compared to the case that the low-rate vehicles were to transmit the data directly to the destination. Thus, the communication in the vehicular network is classified into two types, i.e., direct communication for CVs and cooperative communication for SVs. The main role of scheduling center is to collect the channel state information (CSI) of all vehicle users, determine which communication mode to be used and allocate the radio resource to V2V and V2I links according to collecting information. Before explaining the detail of operations, we provide in Table 1 a list of variables that will be used in this paper. The overall operational processes can be concluded as follows,
• The vehicles and evolved NodeB (eNB) broadcast signaling to indicate the existing of themselves via control channel periodically; • The vehicles which receive the signaling to estimate the V2V and V2I link quality and update the CSI; • Then, the vehicles upload the CSI to the scheduling center; • Based on CSI, the scheduling center schedules links, allocates radio resources and broadcasts the scheduling results via control channel.
Direct communications
Direct communication via a direct link between a VE and the eNB, i.e., the V2I link, is based on the LTEAdvanced specification. As specified in [22] , the entire radio resources are divided into resource blocks (RBs) along the time and/or frequency domain and, thus, the VEs can share all the RBs through the given scheduling algorithm, assuming that K B RBs are available for the downlink transmission. According to the Shannon's theorem, the achievable data rate of the ith CV is expressed by
where W is the basic bandwidth of one RB, n i is the number of RBs allocated to ith CV for direct communication by the scheduling center, N C is the number of cells occupying the same radio resources and only the inter-cell interference from the neighbor cells are taken into account, β m,i is the path loss attenuation factor from the eNB of cell m to the ith CV, P m is the transmit power over W bandwidth, i.e., P m =
P T K B
, P T is the total transmit power of the eNB, and N 0 is unilateral power spectral density of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
Cooperative communication
Cooperative communication, which involves V2I and V2V communications, is designed for the SVs. V2I communication is also based on LTE-Advanced system. However, the V2V communication is operating in out-of-band relaying mode using another orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA)-based system. The specification of the OFDMA-based system is the same with the LTE-Advanced system but at a higher frequency band and low transmission power. For simplicity purposes, we provide the following assumptions:
• Each SV can be assisted by only one CV at any time;
• One CV can forward data to more than one SV;
• The DF relaying is applied at CV.
When the jth SV is assisted by the ith CV, the equivalent achievable data rate that the jth SV can obtain is given bỹ
where n i,j is the number of RBs allocated to ith CV for transmit the data of jth SV to CV i from the eNB,ñ i,j is the number of RBs allocated to the ith CV for its forwarding data to the jth SV, i.e., 1 ≤ n i,j ≤ K B , 1 ≤ñ i,j ≤ K V , and K V is the total number of RBs for V2V communication. η i,j (ñ i,j ) are the data rates of V2V link between CV i and SV j utilizingñ i,j RBs. η i,j (ñ i,j ) can be defined as follows:
where P i,j is the transmit power on only one RB from CV i to SV j, i.e., P i,j =P T /K V ,P T is the total transmit power over all bandwidth of V2V links.
Problem formulation
Based on the network topology, we denote that N B and N V as the number of the CV and SV. Let the binary matrix A = a i,p |a i,p ∈ {0, 1} N B ×K B represent the resource allocation between CVs, where a i,p = 1 denotes that p RBs are allocated to CV i for direct communication, and a i,p = 0 otherwise. The establishment of V2V links and resource allocation on CVs and SVs are indicated by another binary matrix
, where a i,j,p,q = 1 means that SV j spends q RBs in V2V link and p RBs in V2I link assisted by CV i. Our goal is to find A and B such that the objective functions are optimal with the limited bandwidth. Many resource management methods or relay-selecting mechanisms aim at maximizing throughput or spectral efficiency. However, the satisfaction of the user is not only linearly dependent on plain quality of service (QoS). Utility theory provides the reasonable methods to formulate the relationship between user experience and various QoS metrics. A utility function is used as an effective trade-off between spectral efficiency and fairness of resource allocation. The utility function maps the performance criteria into a real number used as a metric to quantify the satisfaction [23] . From the aspect of the user, the most important factor affecting users' satisfaction is the data rate of communication. Therefore, in this paper, the utility is assumed to be the function of data rate.
The utility-based resource allocation scheme that aims at maximizing the total utility is defined as
where f (•) is the utility function of data rate. The first line in (4) is the objective function. The second and third lines in (4) account for the fact that each vehicle only has one solution to communicate with the eNB. The fourth line in (4) states the limited RBs number for V2I links, and the last line corresponds to the restrictions of RBs number used for V2V communications.
The utility function is modeled as a concave utility function based on the non-real-time services such as file transfer. This kind of service is not sensitive to delay and jitter but greatly demands on data rate. The utility function is fitted based on non-real-time services and can be described mathematically as follows,
where x is the achievable data rate, R max is the maximum data rate, and the parameters a and b are used for the normalization of the function [23] . The utility function is adopted for two purposes: 1) to ensure the fairness among vehicle users and 2) to represent the fact that the user satisfaction is not increasing linearly with the data rate.
3 Multidimensional-multi-choice knapsack problem-based scheduling scheme
In this section, we propose a link scheduling-scheme based on MD-MCKP to seek the optimal solution to establish the V2V links and to distribute radio resource units to V2I and V2V links for downlink transmissions.
The vehicles with poor V2I links are chosen as SVs which communicate with eNB involving both V2I and V2V links. The other vehicles with better V2I links can act as CVs to forward data to SVs. We first give a brief introduction to MD-MCKP problem, followed by the proposal of the MD-MCKP-based scheduling scheme.
MD-MCKP problem
The MD-MCKP problem is a new proposed algorithm, which integrates the 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problem (0-1 MDKP) and MCKP [24] . 0-1 MDKP and MCKP are generalization of 0-1 knapsack problem and special case of general 0-1 integer programming. Formally, the 0-1 MDKP problem may be defined as follows:
where n is a number of items and m is a number of knapsack's constraints with capacities c i (i ∈ I), associated weights w j i (i ∈ I; j ∈ J) and the profits p j (j ∈ J). The objective is to find a feasible subset of the set items that yields a maximum profit. The matrix W and the vectors c and p consist in real-valued constants that satisfy W ≥ 0, c ≥ 0, and p ≥ 0. For simplicity, we only give a description about 2DKP, which is defined as follows:
The 2DKP cannot be solved in a time bounded by a polynomial in n. However, admit a pseudo-polynomial algorithm, i.e., an algorithm whose time complexity is bounded by a polynomial in n and c. In fact, it can easily be verified that the following dynamic programming recursions solve the 2DKP [24] . Given any one instance of the knapsack problem, consider the sub-instance defined by items 1, . . . , j and capacity u and v (j ≤ n, u ≤ c 1 , v ≤ c 2 ). Let f j (u, v) be the corresponding optimal solution value (f j (u, v) = −∞, if no feasible solution exists). The optimal solution value of the problem f n (c 1 , c 2 ) can thus be obtained by iteratively applying the following recursive formulae:
o t h e r w i s e ,
The time complexity of 2DKP is O (nc 1 c 2 ) .
The multiple-choice knapsack problem (MCKP), also known as the knapsack problem (KP) with generalized upper bound (GNU) constraints, is a 0-1 knapsack problem in which a partition N 1 . . . N r of the item set N is given. It is required that exactly one item per subset is selected . Formally,
subject to
The problem is NP-hard, since any instance of KP, having r elements of profit p j and weight w j (j = 1, . . . , r) and capacity c, is equivalent to the instance of MCKP obtained by setting n = 2r, p j = w j = 0 for j = r + 1, . . . , 2r and N k = {k, r + k} for k = 1, . . . , r. MCKP can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time through dynamic programming as follows. Given a pair of integers l (1 ≤ l ≤ r) andc (0 ≤c ≤ c), consider the sub-instance of MCKP consisting of subset N 1 , . . . , N l and capacityc. Let f l (c) denote its optimal solution value, i.e., 
clearly,
for l = 2, . . . , r,we then have
The optimal solution is the state corresponding to f r (c). If we have r k=1w k > c, the instance has no feasible solution, and we obtain f r (c) = −∞. For each l, the above computation requires O (|N l | c) operations, so the overall time complexity of the method is O (nc).
Our proposed 2D-MCKP algorithm is defined as follows:
Note that N indicates both the set of vehicles and its cardinality and the optimal solution value of the problem f r (c 1 , c 2 ) can be achieved by iteratively applying the following recursive formulae:
. . , r, and i = 1, 2,
o t h e r w i s e . (24) for l = 2, . . . , r, we make iterative process as follow, for
otherwise,
After the iterative process, the optimal solution is the state corresponding to f r (c 1 , c 2 ). An example of the 2D-MCKP algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2 by considering five subsets. The first three subsets have 4 elements and the last two subsets have 12 elements. Table 2 lists the profit, first weight and second weight of every element in all subsets. The capacity of the first and second weights is 8 and 5, respectively. The numbers in Fig. 2 represent the optimal solution at the corresponding states. In Fig. 2 , the five tables correspond to L i (p, q), for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. In addition, it follows that the first weight varies along the columns and the second weight varies along the rows. After the backtracking, the optimal solution is obtained. The optimal selection (1, 1, 2, 9, 11) to the corresponding subset is achieved, and the maximum profit is 23. It must also be noticed that the optimal selection is not the unique one.
2D-MCKP-based scheduling scheme
In this subsection, we apply the 2D-MCKP method to calculate the binary matrix A and B through three steps as follow, 
(28)
where the set
elements, each of which represents the data rate corresponding to VE j, i.e., η B,j (p) andη B,i,j (p, q) are both defined in Section 2. Based on 2D-MCKP, we consider all the selections of SV j as a group and refer the K B and K V as the packet volumes. The mapping C 1 (•) and C 2 (•) is to obtain the first and second index of the solution. For CV i, the first dimension cost is p and the second dimension cost is 0, i.e.,
However, for SV j, the first dimension cost is p and the second dimension cost is q, i.e.,
. The 2D-MCKP aims to achieve the maximum utility of all VEs, i.e.,
subjected to
Then the problem of resource management is converted to 2D-MCKP. 2) Solution of 2D-MCKP.
The solution of 2D-MCKP is described in detail in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The 2D-MCKP algorithm for solving the optimization problem
Step 0: Initialization. Separate vehicles according to channel conditions of the V2I links.
Choose the worst N V vehicles as SVs according channel conditions.
othersize, the maximum sum of utility while the cost of 1-st dimension is p and the cost of 2-nd dimension is q; 
Based on the above discussion, we can calculate the total utility of all VEs, which is determined by parameter N V in a certain optimization problem. With a relatively large N V , more SVs in poor conditions may be assisted by the CVs, and consequently increase the total utility. However, an overly large N V will limit the data rates of the V2V links, resulting in the reduction of the total utility. Furthermore, a too small N V is unable to make full use of the V2V resources, leading to waste of radio resources. In other words, the total utility is an unimodal function of N V . The optimal N V can be obtained through binary search.
Through steps 1-3, the optimal V2V links and resource allocations are obtained. The SVs may have better SVs to be forwarded data, which results in that some CV has no SV to help.
Performance evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed 2D-MCKP-based scheduling scheme via simulations. The experimental platform and considered simulation scenarios are implemented by utilizing the OPNET simulation software (version 14.5). Throughout our simulations, online one-way coupling is used, which eliminates the use of a sequential file-based process by having both simulators, traffic and communication, run in parallel [25].
Simulation configuration
The proposed scheduling scheme is applied in an intersection scenario as shown in Fig. 3b . Each direction of the intersection is 500 m in length and 18 m in width. It is assumed that there are five lanes in each direction of the intersection, three of which enter into the intersection and two leave out of it. In order to regulate the traffic flows, the traffic lights are added in the simulation. Table 3 lists the major parameters and configurations of the simulated network. According to the microscopic traffic model in [26] , car-following and lane-changing model are employed in the simulation. The car-following theory is based on the assumption that the motion of a vehicle is governed exclusively by the motion of its preceding vehicle illustrated in Fig. 3a , the features of which are continuous in space, discrete in time and accident-free. The random lane-changing model is adopted in our simulations, and no overtaking model is used. The vehicles will randomly switch to one of all the possible lanes according to traffic laws.
V2I communications are based on the LTE-Advanced system. On the basis of [22] , V2I communications data are transmitted via a 40-MHz bandwidth at the 2-GHz frequency point using 52 dBm transmit power. Nevertheless, V2V communications use another OFDMA-based system Table 3 provides the path loss models of V2V and V2I links utilized in our simulations. The path loss model of V2I links is illustrated in detail in [22] . In case of V2V links, P (d) is the received signal strength at a distance d,
is the received signal strength at a reference distance d 0 , γ is the path loss exponent, and σ is the standard deviation (STD) of the zero-mean Gaussian variable X σ . In the simulation, d 0 =1,P (d 0 ) =43.9,γ =2.75, and σ = 5.5 [27] .
Results and analysis
In this subsection, the MSR and the BG-based schemes proposed in [14] are both simulated for the purpose of performance comparison. The MSR and BG-based schemes are both subject to that one CV could forward data to at most one vehicle and the RBs are divided to all links equally. Figure 4 illustrates the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the data rates with the MSR, BG-based, and 2D-MCKP schemes for the cases of N = 20, N = 30, and N = 40, respectively. The figure illustrates that the 2D-MCKP scheme has a considerable improvement comparing to the MSR and BG-based schemes. Thus, the proposed scheme effectively reduces the number of vehicles at low data rate. For example, the CDF curves of 2D-MCKP achieve a much lower data rate level than other schemes, which means that we have less vehicles suffering from low data rate transmission.
In order to better demonstrate the utility performance, Fig. 5 shows the utility CDF and average vehicle utility of different radio resource allocation schemes. From the view of the utility efficiency, the average utility have obvious improvement compared with the MSR and BG-based Furthermore, in order to evaluate the performance of the different schemes in more detail, Table 4 provides the average data rate and data rate at 5 % CDF under different schemes, respectively. Compared against the MSR scheme and BG-based scheme, there is obvious performance improvement of the average data rates, and a significant enhancement on the data rates at the 5 % CDF. This is due to the fact that our proposed scheme takes into account both links selection and resource allocation. Moreover, the computational complexity of the 2D-MCKP scheme is much more practical. Figure 6 illustrates the average utility and standard deviation (STD) of utility with different schemes for the cases of N = 20, N = 30, and N = 40. As shown in the top subfigure in Fig. 6 , our proposed scheme outperforms the other two schemes on the performance metric of average utility. On the other hand, the average utility is reducing with the increasing of N, which is due to the fact that the total radio resource is fixed and the average radio resources allocated to each VE is reducing with the increasing of N. To better estimate the proposed scheme, STD of utility is introduced to demonstrate the fairness of schemes. As shown in Fig. 6 , a lower STD can be achieved compared to other schemes, which actually leads to improve fairness. In conclusion, the 2D-MCKP scheme not only improves the average utility but guarantees the performance of vehicles in poor conditions. We compute the spectral efficiency (SE) of BG-based, 2D-MCKP-based and non-cooperative schemes as shown in Fig. 7 . The non-cooperative scheme only uses the V2I links of the LTE system with 40-MHz bandwidth but without the additional 5MHz out-of-band frequency of another OFDMA-based system. The proposed solution results in a remarkable improvement in SE compared to other schemes. Due to the fact that when the density of vehicles is sparse, the vehicles run faster, leading to bad channel conditions and a lower SE and when the density is too high, the radio resources of V2V links are too scarce to all V2V links. Therefore, the SE is the unimodal function of the number of vehicles as shown in Fig. 7 .
The average number of cooperative links N V is plotted in Fig. 8 under various numbers of VEs. The value of N V represents the number of VE that adopt the cooperative communication under different levels of traffic density. With the increasing of traffic density, the cooperative links are increasing, which is due to the fact that there are more appropriate VEs which can be served as relay vehicles with 
Conclusions
In this paper, the radio link scheduling and resource allocating problem for cooperative vehicular networks are formulated and a joint optimization method based on 2D-MCKP algorithm is proposed. In lieu of MSR of the vehicular networks, utility theory is employed to formulate the relationship between user experience and data rate. The optimal link scheduling and resource allocating scheme obtaining the MSU of the vehicular networks is proved to be NP-hard. Therefore, we propose the 2D-MCKP-based scheme, which has an acceptable complexity. To verify the performance of the proposed scheme, we develop a traffic and communication simulator that is based on car-following and random lane-changing models. The simulation results indicate that the performance of the 2D-MCKP scheme is significantly higher than one of the MSR and BG-based schemes. In addition, the 2D-MCKP scheme is able to achieve better fairness among VEs than the one of MSR and BG-based schemes and considerably improves the data rate and utility of VEs under poor channel conditions. It is also shown that the 2D-MCKP scheme for cooperative vehicular communications is capable of improving the throughput, as well as the spectral efficiency of vehicular networks, in comparison to the BG-based and non-cooperative scheme.
In future research, we will consider the dynamic process of the arriving data packets and multiple service classifications, for example, infotainment service, traffic safety service, and traffic efficiency service. Dynamic programming theory is employed to optimize the system performance, and end-to-end delay will be considered as a metric to measure the performance for different services.
